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How to define a new flagship?

An elaborated Chinese design?

A hardworking sidekick? A philosophy of enjoyment?

Or is it a machine endowed with life and intuition?

A flagship combination of beauty and controlling 
and coziness and technology

It is the whole new GAC GA8

Luxury and comfort beyond
your expectation



A striking flagship
the elegant subtlety exemplifies the essence of real beauty

Beauty is a solidified art and a flowing style

The human sense of beauty we inherit along the history, comes with a 
delicate craftmanship and a raw natural beauty a harmony of tradition 
and fashion

A stylish innovation and delicacy

The whole new GAC MOTOR GA8: a creature of crafted beauty and 
Chinese elegancy



5-metre long magnificent shape, to outline a brave and 
solid stance, with a brave attitude

Body length of 5 metres with a 2.9-metre wheelbase, shows a powerful aura

The sharp lines blend light and shadow, and give it an 
eye-catchy shape, simple but fierce

A concise exterior, classical but modern, elegant but powerful, makes it a 
sleek creature



Five Spoke Front Grille - Flying Dynamics, highlights a 
powerful beauty

Chinese elegancy, colliding with the fierce power, seems like the communication 
between a calm elderly and a young lively spirit.

LED lights get a glance into the future

Designed as dual sharp blades, LED lights lit the winding road and 
unknown future with smart and luxurious elements



Dynamic driving goes with desire and 
feels the impulse

When you start the engine of life
The enthusiasm and passion can never stop roaring,
To go beyond the corner, or to stop and enjoy the view,
To drift in the mortal world, or go after the inner peace,
Until you reach your goal, it will never stop its pace,
The road is like the life,
No matter how world changes and time flies, the passion will never die,
GAC MOTOR, comes for your desired drive.



GPMA, more than one big step

GAC Global Platform Modular Architecture (GPMA) is an intelligent system 
for research and development covering all models globally.

All New GA8 was born based on this system, which endows it with global 
resources, and makes it a new flagship model of exclusive driving experience.

390T engine boosts strength for trendsetters

The combination of third-generation self-developed 390T engine + Aisin 
6AT golden dynamic control system enabled the vehicle to gain momentum 
and reach 100km/h in only 7.8s; with more than ten technologies including 
GAC Combustion Controlling System, it stimulates infinite potential and 
helps trendsetters to enjoy the tide. 

Delphi 350 bar GDI system
GAC MOTOR takes the lead in adopting the system in China to improve the fuel economy and 
power performance with direct injection.

Aisin third-generation 6AT gearbox
Faster response speed and smoother gear shift to let you enjoy the speed and passion along the 
road, and drive with joy.



High-performance chassis suspension system, chase 
the wind, seize the day

Seize the day, go your way, a driving experience like wandering clouds and flowing 
water, all because of the elaborated high-performance chassis suspension system, 
which helps you to handle all kinds of road conditions, drive and enjoy at a steady 
pace.

The application of high-strength steel structure + the second generation 
of GAC Geometric Absorption Control

With a body of steel, go anywhere you like
1500 MPa submarine-grade, high-strength steel for a more stable body structure.

Double-wishbone front independent suspension, enables a more stable 
high-speed driving control
Favored by supercars, the suspension can combine sports performance and steer accuracy perfectly, to 
provide you with a smooth driving experience.

Chassis tuning by master team
Led by Marco, Chief Technical Officer of GAC R&D Center, together with international professional 
technicians to carefully tune the chassis and make it comfortable and easy to control.

Multi-mode for driving
ZF Gen 3 Electric power steering column system enables multi-dimensional speed-dependent acceleration 
calibration. It provides three steering modes - standard, sport and comfort, which are available to meet 
different driving styles.



Flagship model brings you the flagship enjoyment

While pursuing enjoyment is a philosophy.
With elaboration comes the enjoyment,
Within this space,
Some value coziness, some value a good environment,
Some pick on configuration, some think privacy is more important，
Some talk about size, and some pursue the peace of soul,
A pursuit higher than pure entertainment, is what a real enjoyment is.



Spacious rear seats, sit on it, and enjoy it

1008mm spacious rear seats, roomy and comfortable first-class experience. 
Elaborate and considerate design, outstanding and luxurious texture, let you 
drive further and enjoy more. 

Zero gravity ergonomic seat

4-way adjustable head pillow of front row, 
scientific design and handpicked material, 
just for your enjoyment.

27 compartments for storage
Distribution of storage compartments based 
on ergonomics, a convenient slot to place 
your phone.

500L trunk space
Large and flat space, excellent storage 
capacity, to meet the needs of family travel, 
Have a good time, bring what you like.



A flagship technology, intelligence is the best wisdom in form.

Look back into the history, it took human millions of years from stone age to industrial revolution, 
but to realize the leap from an electric light bulb to having artificial intelligence, we took only 
decades! The intelligence grows so fast, our life changes so dramatically, when we can connect 
with the world through a mere cellphone, when computer games turn to virtual reality, when 
machine is on par with human brain, the vehicle, thanks to the intelligent technology, can understand 
what you really want in a second!



Automatic driving, drive fast, last the joy

Work hard, play hard, and don’t forget to enjoy the speed and passion. With ADAS  and a 
full range of safety guarantees, it brings you a reassuring smart driving experience, 
grab the steering wheel, speed into the future, free your hands, move forward effortlessly.

ADAS Advanced Driver Assistant System

Advanced Autopilot experience, with all-round driving safety assistance, everything is under your command! Including FCW 
Front Collision Warning System, ACC Adaptive Cruise Control System, LDW lane departure warning system, Bosch 9.3 
premium high dynamic ESP and many other functions. 

ACC adaptive cruise control system
Full speed range (0km/h-150km/h) available, real-time automatic acceleration/decel-
eration following the car ahead: when the speed is greater than 30km/h, you can set 
the cruise speed and distance between vehicles, automatically adjust the speed to 
maintain the preset distance with the car ahead.

Bosch 9.3 premium high dynamic ESP
All models are equipped with Bosch ESP 9.3 system, including ESP, ABS, HHC, HDC and other "14-in-one" active safety systems to 
protect the safety of drivers and passengers. Faster response, vehicle condition monitoring up to 6000 times per minute; more stable 
control, pumping the brakes every 5-6 times per second.

FCW front collision warning system
By detecting the distance and relative speed between the vehicle and the obstacle in 
front of the vehicle, when there is a risk of collision, visual or audible warning signs will 
be shown to the driver, the system will automatically stop the vehicle to mitigate 
collision damage.

LDW Lane Departure Warning
In case the driver's attention is not focused and the vehicle drifts out of the lane, the 
image + sound from the dash will alert the driver and correct the direction of the vehicle 
by controlling the EPS.






